
WALL 2115 Tilting TV Wall Mount

Article number (SKU) 8350610
Colour Black

Key Benefits

• Lock your TV securely in place
• Simply Smart Value: Great comfort for an affordable price
• Tilt (up to 15°) to avoid reflections

For TVs up to 40 inch (102 cm)
The WALL 2115 is a durable TV wall mount, suitable for 19
to 40 inch (48 to 102 cm) TVs weighing up to 20 kg (44 lbs).
Squeezed for space? Mount your TV higher up on the wall
Putting a TV higher on the wall with the WALL 2115 TV wall
mount is a great way to save space, reduce reflections and
keep your TV safely out of reach of pets or children. Simply
tilt your TV forward to watch it in comfort from where you are
lounging or sitting.

The WALL series: simply smart value
This modern and intuitive TV wall bracket is part of the Vogel's
WALL series and turns your television into a piece of fine art.
It keeps your TV safely out of the way in busy areas such as
the kitchen or living room. The mount is built on 40 years of
experience and backed by a lifetime guarantee. Simply smart
value. Need to tuck your TV away even further? Mount it in a
corner to save even more space. Check out our full-motion TV
wall brackets. perfect for any corner of the room.
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Specifications
Product type number WALL 2115
Article number (SKU) 8350610
Colour Black
EAN single box 8712285329968
Product size S
TÜV certified Yes
Tilt Tilt up to 15°
Guarantee Lifetime
Min. screen size (inch) 19
Max. screen size (inch) 40
Max. weight load (kg) 15
Max. bolt size M8
Max. height of interface (mm) 235
Max. width of interface (mm) 235
Min. distance to the wall (mm) 51
Product group Tv mount tilt
Universal or fixed hole pattern Fixed
Product line WALL
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